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Abstract—Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) protect sensitive applications in the cloud with the minimal trust in the cloud provider. Existing TEEs with integrity protection however lack support for data management primitives, causing data sharing between enclaves either insecure or cumbersome. This paper proposes a new data abstraction for TEEs, data enclave. As a data-centric abstraction, data enclave is decoupled from an enclave’s existence, is equipped with flexible secure permission controls, and cryptographically isolated. It eliminates the hurdles for enclaves to cooperate efficiently, and at the same time, enables dynamic shrinking of the height of integrity tree for performance. This paper presents this new abstraction, its properties, and the architecture support. Experiments on synthetic benchmarks and three real-world applications all show that data enclave can help improve the efficiency of enclaves and inter-enclave cooperations significantly while enhancing the security protection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) receives increasing interests in cloud computing as it offers a hardware-protected environment (i.e., an enclave) to host security-critical and privacy-preserving applications with minimal trust in the cloud provider [1]–[9]. TEEs isolate program execution and states from the underlying OS, hypervisor, I/O devices, and even individuals with physical access to the machine, providing extensive protection against various attacks.

With TEE popularity, TEE is increasingly used to host increasingly complex code, including entire applications, beyond just security-critical cryptographic functions. With such uses, the inflexibility of current TEE designs becomes problematic [12]–[19]. A key issue is TEEs lack support for data management primitives, which leads to several problems. One problem is the complication of sharing data between enclaves. This is unfortunate because allowing multiple enclaves to share data has been demonstrated to improve security and support multi-entity computation model [10], [11], [20]–[23]. As recent studies showed that attackers could manipulate user inputs and exploit vulnerabilities in an enclave to leak its data [24]–[28], researchers proposed to isolate the code that handles user inputs or third-party libraries (e.g., OpenSSL) in a first enclave, while leaving computation in a second enclave [10], [20], [21](Fig. 1 (a)). By employing this isolation, attacks are limited to the enclave 1, effectively preventing significant data leaks from the enclave 2. In scenarios involving multiple entities, each entity is typically reluctant to share their data or code with others [11], [22], [23]. For instance, a hospital does not want to share patient data to a machine learning (ML) provider that performs diagnoses, and the ML provider does not want to share ML models with the hospital. Using multiple enclaves and privacy-preserving data sharing fulfills these requirements (Fig. 1 (b)).

An ideal data sharing should satisfy several criteria: it should be high-performing (with low overhead access latency to shared data), flexible (allowing users to specify sharing policy and sharers), and secure (providing authentication and uncompromising security). Existing solutions for data sharing satisfy at most one of these criteria. For example, sharing data via public (untrusted) memory [29] requires software encryption and decryption, which incurs high performance overheads and leaves the public memory vulnerable to tampering and replay attacks. Similarly, data sealing [30] allows an enclave to seal data for later use by another enclave from the same developer, but sealing and unsealing require additional encryption, decryption, and integrity verification. Elasticlave [29] permits an enclave’s data to be memory-mapped to another enclave, providing low-overhead access to shared data. However, the sharing is not flexible. First, the enclave must specify the ID of the other enclave, which necessitates the other enclave to be instantiated prior to sharing and to pass its ID to the sharing enclave. Moreover, data does not exist independently beyond the enclave; hence, if the sharing enclave terminates, the data disappears. Finally, the security of data sharing is crucial since sharing data across enclaves introduces a new risk where vulnerabilities in one enclave can lead to compromising the other enclave via the shared data. This has not been addressed in prior works.

We argue that the root of the difficulties in managing data in enclaves is the absence of a good data abstraction. Current TEEs only define enclaves as process-centric abstractions akin to processes and threads outside of TEEs. Data has no existence beyond being a part of an enclave. In contrast, outside...
of TEEs, data abstraction is rich (files, memory maps, etc.), where data can be managed separately from processes. Thus, in this paper, we propose a new data abstraction for TEEs which we refer to as Data Enclave. A data enclave supports several important features. First, data enclave’s existence is decoupled from an enclave’s existence, allowing flexible sharing. An enclave needs to attach it before use and can detach it after use. When detached, a data enclave continues its existence until deleted. A data enclave has read/write permission that can be set for a specific enclave. A data enclave also needs to be cryptographically isolated to protect against the same threats as enclaves, i.e. from system software and physical attacks. Hence, a data enclave employs memory encryption and integrity verification, supported with appropriate metadata (encryption counters, message authentication codes, and the integrity tree). The data enclave abstraction also supports primitives for efficiently and flexibly managing data sharing between enclaves.

With the new data-centric abstraction for TEEs, new capabilities are enabled or enhanced. First, primitives for data sharing between enclaves allow for highly efficient cooperation, enabling high performance sharing patterns. Second, data-centric abstraction allows programmers to define independent lifecycles and permissions for data pools while providing secure authentication. Third, detachment of data enclaves enables an optimization to shrink the height of integrity tree to improve enclave performance. Finally, although beyond the scope of this paper, data enclave abstraction can enable future new data management techniques which may include durability, fault tolerance, NUMA optimizations, etc.

The data enclave can be integrated with most TEEs. To demonstrate its advantages, we design it on top of Intel SGX. Our design features an authenticator for verifying attach requests, new instructions supporting sharing primitives, and memory controller logic that enforces access permissions while handling integrity trees for both data enclaves and SGX enclaves. This design accommodates independent lifecycles and dynamic, asymmetric permissions for cooperating enclaves on data enclaves, fitting the needs of various situations.

We model our data enclave abstraction using the Gem5 simulator to evaluate its performance and security, on microbenchmarks, SPEC, and three real-world workloads. Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

1) We propose a new data-centric abstraction for TEEs, the Data Enclave, which provides existence, permission, and isolation for data.
2) We propose a scalable, flexible, and secure data-sharing method for the Data Enclave that enables enclaves to cooperate in computation via shared data.
3) We introduce the integrity tree attachment/detachment mechanism to explore security-performance implications.
4) Our evaluation shows that the data enclave achieves a 1-3 orders of magnitude speedup in inter-enclave sharing latency and enhances application performance by 20-179% compared to scalable SGX.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides some background on Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) as an example TEE. SGX assumes the processor as the Trusted Computing Base (TCB). All off-chip resources, including the memory bus, physical memory, privileged software (e.g., OS or hypervisors), and applications, are vulnerable to unauthorized reads or writes by attackers.

SGX shields the execution of code and data in a hardware-protected environment called an enclave. In this threat model, SGX Enclaves employ counter mode encryption to provide data confidentiality. During encryption, the ciphertext is generated by XORing a plaintext block (from a written back cacheline) with a One Time Pad (OTP). A per-cacheline counter is incremented on each cacheline write to ensure temporal variation in the encrypted data.

SGX uses Message Authentication Codes (MACs) to provide data integrity, and the integrity tree to detect replay attacks. On every cacheline writeback, the MAC of this block is generated using a cryptographic hash function of the block content, address, counter, and a secure key. On a last-level cache (LLC) miss, the MAC is recomputed and is checked against the stored MAC.

Replay attacks involve the attacker overwriting the existing tuple \{data, MAC, and encryption counter\}, which may pass MAC verification. An integrity tree, a structure for ensuring the integrity of a large area of memory with limited on-chip storage, was proposed to detect such attacks, as shown in Figure 2. Every 512-bit node of the tree comprises 8 56-bit counters and a 56-bit MAC. The MAC of a node is generated with 8 56-bit counters in this node and a 56-bit counter in its parent node (using Carter-Wegman algorithm). On each access to a counter (e.g., C00), its integrity can be verified by accessing its parent node counter at level 1 (B00) and recomputing the MAC (MAC21). The integrity of the level 1 node can be verified by using the counter at level 0, and so on. The integrity tree root is always stored in the trusted secure region. On a cacheline writeback, the counter for that block and all its ancestor counters are incremented, and corresponding MACs are updated. To improve the performance of accessing security metadata, it is cached in the LLC or a dedicated cache in the memory controller.

The high-level design of Intel SGX is as follows (more details in SGX manuals). SGX partitions the memory into
enclave page cache (EPC) and non-EPC. When the application allocates a sensitive page, it is mapped in the EPC. SGX realizes its access logic through the handling of TLB misses; hence TLB flushes are needed when the application enters or exits the enclave [33]. A register in the core is added to keep the enclave ID that issues the TLB misses. In the memory controller (MC), SGX introduces Processor Reserved Memory Range Registers (PRMRRs) to distinguish the memory ranges for normal memory and processor reserved memory (PRM). Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) in the MC accelerates encryption, MAC, and integrity tree computation.

At boot time, the BIOS defines the PRM area. The ECREATE instruction creates the secure context of an SGX enclave. Memory pages containing code and data are copied into the enclave’s encrypted memory by invoking the EADD. The page contents in the SGX enclave are hashed to generate a cryptographic hash (i.e., measurement) by invoking the EEXTEND. After all the trusted code and data are transferred into the enclave, the creation is finalized by invoking EINIT. During the attestation process [41], the CPU uses the master secret key to sign the measurement and generate a report. The report is passed to Intel’s servers to verify that the signature was produced by a genuine Intel processor, and the measurement generated by enclave code and data is the same as the user’s, indicating the code and data are the same as the user-provided code and data.

III. MOTIVATION AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The current approaches [13], [29], [30] to supporting data sharing among enclaves are inadequate, as shown in Table I. We will discuss more details.

A classic strategy is SGX-provided sealing [30], which permits a new enclave to access sealed data created by either the same developer or the same enclave. Sealing and unsealing are expensive as they require additional encryption, decryption, and integrity verification. Sealing enables a data pool to maintain an independent lifecycle, but it does not allow programmers the flexibility to express enclave-wise sharing schemes or to modify them dynamically. Instead, sharing is restricted to enclaves created by the same developer.

Another approach is to rely on software encryption and decryption [29]. This approach employs public memory as a coordinator for data transmission between two enclaves. As depicted in Figure 3, client and server enclaves, operating with distinct encryption keys, exchange data via public, untrusted memory. Since the coordinator uses public memory, the sending enclave must encrypt data in software for confidentiality, append MACs for integrity, and then place it into the coordinator’s memory. This software encryption differs from the hardware encryption used in enclave memory. After the data is copied into the destination enclave, it must be decrypted and verified in software.

This data sharing method incurs a high overhead, as it requires multiple trusted/untrusted boundary crossings, resulting in multiple data copying (two for the request and two for the response) and software encryption (one pair for the request and one for the response). Its sharing flexibility is also low due to the lack of data-centric abstraction in TEEs. Current TEEs regard enclave data as part of an enclave, binding its lifecycle and permission to the enclave. This absence hinders programmers’ ability to define sharing schemes between enclaves and data pools before enclave creation, define independent lifecycles for data pools, and set associated access permissions for enclaves. Another major weakness of this sharing approach is overlooking the potential emergence of new attack surfaces introduced by sharing. For example, a potential attack surface could allow malicious attackers to create an attacker-controlled enclave, posing as both client and server enclaves, to monitor or modify data-sharing between actual client and server enclaves. This attack is similar to man-in-the-middle attacks [42]. Therefore, robust and secure authentication mechanisms are indispensable to authenticate enclave identities to thwart such threats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software encrypt-decrypt</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticlave [29]</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealing [30]</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug-In Enclave [13]</td>
<td>Read-only code during initialization</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Elasticlave [29] is a recent solution that allows data from one enclave to be shared with another enclave through a new share (X) system call. This call expresses that a consecutive Virtual Address (VA) memory in the caller’s enclave is shared with another enclave whose ID is X. To avoid the overhead of encryption and decryption associated with moving data between enclaves, Elasticlave assumes all enclaves use the same encryption key. However, this assumption compromises security as it negates cryptographic isolation between enclaves. Moreover, it is incompatible with current TEEs, such as AMD SEV [43] and Intel TDX [44], which operate under the design that different enclaves employ distinct encryption keys. In terms of flexibility, Elasticlave does not decouple the lifecycle of the shared data and enclave, resulting in three issues: the caller’s enclave must know the ID of the other enclave, the other enclave must be instantiated prior to sharing, and data ceases to exist if the caller’s enclave terminates.

Finally, Plug-in Enclave [13] allows sharing, but only for read-only code and only during enclave initialization. This design does not support data sharing.
Addressing the shortcomings of prior solutions is essential for the practical adoption of enclaves when data sharing is needed. Specifically, an ideal solution should follow three principles: high performance, flexible sharing, and uncompressing security. The rest of this paper presents the solution we create based on these principles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposal that offers secure data abstraction, decoupled from existing enclave while maintaining the strong security and efficiency.

IV. Overview

A. Data Enclave Abstraction

We highlight two important aspects of our data enclave abstraction: (1) dynamic and asymmetric permission management; (2) secure and flexible sharing primitives. We will refer to regular enclaves as “main enclaves” or simply as “enclaves”, in contrast to our new abstraction, “data enclaves”.

Our data abstraction is based on the concept of data enclaves. A data enclave wraps data that is managed as a single unit in terms of the life cycle, permission, sharing, and isolation. Each data enclave is associated with a unique key generated by the processor for encryption. After creation (and until deletion), its lifetime is independent from the the creating enclave’s lifetime. The attachment of data enclaves to main enclaves is N-to-M; a data enclave may be attached to multiple main enclaves, and a main enclave may have multiple data enclaves attached.

Data enclave offers two levels of permissions: the first level pertains to which enclave can attach it (attach permission), and the second level pertaining an enclave’s ability to read or write a data enclave that it attaches (access permission). The attach permission is used for authentication in response to an attach(); the attach() fails if the authentication fails. The access permission is memory access permission made by an enclave to data in an attached data enclave. The access permission is restricted to at most the attach permission.

Dynamic and asymmetric permissions. Existing TEEs can only share data through the untrusted world (Figure 3). Our abstraction allows users to create independent data enclaves and allows main enclaves to have dynamic asymmetric attach permissions on them. Programmers can dynamically grant an attach permission to a main enclave for a data enclave, and revoke it later. Our abstraction also enables low-overhead data sharing: a main enclave can attach and directly access a data enclave after attaching it, eliminating the copying and software encryption through the untrusted world. Furthermore, the asymmetric attach permissions allow a data enclave to support concurrent accesses with different permissions. For example, to support a producer-consumer sharing pattern, write-only attach permission can be given to the producer, while read-only attach permission can be given to the consumer. Once attached by both, a data enclave is mapped to both the address space of the producer and the consumer.

While the attach permission allows for the accommodation of various computational and communicational patterns, the management of access permission facilitates efficient intra-enclave isolation. This mechanism can be utilized to dynamically enable or disable read/write permission, analogous to a protection domain in Intel’s Memory Protection Keys (MPK) [45], but is applied at a data enclave granularity level. The change() instruction, as illustrated in Table II, provides such a capability. The ability to associate a data enclave with a protection domain helps prevent accidental disclosure of datum in a data enclave or accidental overwrite of a datum, just as MPK in providing intra-process isolation for a regular process [46].

Flexible, secure data sharing. Our data enclave abstraction allows each data enclave to have an independent lifecycle, thereby allowing programmers to manage the data enclave independently from enclaves. The data enclave allows users to express sharing schemes specifying which enclaves can attach a data enclave before or after launching main enclaves. We design a secure measurement-based authentication to verify enclaves’ identities when they attach a data enclave. A main enclave can only attach the data enclave if this attachment is permitted in user-defined sharing schemes. By using measurements for authentication, an enclave can share a data enclave to future enclaves (even including the future instance of itself) that are not instantiated yet. Intel SGX relies on measurement for attestation, and here we use a similar mechanism for attach authentication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>create(size, deid)</td>
<td>Create a data enclave whose id is deid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destroy(deid)</td>
<td>Destroy this data enclave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grant(deid, M, P)</td>
<td>Grant P access permission of this data enclave to a main enclave whose measurement is M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revoke(deid, M)</td>
<td>Revoke the access of this data enclave to a main enclave whose measurement is M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attach(deid, P)</td>
<td>The caller main enclave has up to P access permission on this data enclave if authentication passes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detach (deid)</td>
<td>Remove the caller main enclave access permission on this data enclave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change(deid, P)</td>
<td>Change the caller main enclave access permission on this data enclave (deid) to P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update(S)</td>
<td>Update caller main enclave’s measurement by hashing its measurement and string S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data enclave instructions. Table II lists data enclave instructions and their semantics. All instructions can only be executed within a main enclave. Excluding the create() instruction, all other instructions can be successfully issued by main enclaves that attached this data enclave. The update() instruction can be used to prevent attacks from replicating main enclaves. More details is in Section VII-E.

B. Data Enclave Usage Example

Figure 4 illustrates an example of using a data enclave to share data between two main enclaves. Data Enclave 1 has already been created. As shown in Figure 4 (a), the programmer initially sets up the client enclave and the server enclave, and defines sharing schemes: Data Enclave 1 can be shared with a main enclave whose measurement is X (Client
Enclave); and a main enclave whose measurement is Y (Server Enclave). The respective permissions for these enclaves are read-write and read-only.

After that, computation of the two enclave begins (Figure 4 (b)). Client Enclave A’s attach() can be executed successfully if its measurement is X. After that, its access permission is added to the data enclave local metadata. Server Enclave B also uses its measurement for attach() authentication, and the read-only permission is obtained if authentication passes.

C. Threat Model

We use the threat model similar to SGX [9], [10], [47]. The TCB of our system contains the processor and processor reserved memory. All other hardware (e.g., off-chip memory) and software (e.g., OS and hypervisors) are untrusted. An attacker may have full control of the privileged software (e.g., OS) and application that attempt to compromise data confidentiality and integrity. An adversary could perform a man-in-the-middle attack by intercepting the memory bus and replaying stale data values.

The difference between our threat model and the SGX threat model is that a main enclave can trust other main enclaves as some enclaves may collaboratively compute. This permits users to split an application into multiple collaborating main enclaves. A main enclave only shares data enclaves with other trusted main enclaves. Although important, side-channel attacks [49], [50], CPU bugs [51], and denial-of-service [52] are out of scope of this work.

V. Design

A. Data Enclave Design Overview

Figure 5 (a) provides the overview of data enclave design. Data enclave metadata records sharing information and data enclave runtime information (see Section V-B). We design a new authenticator to handle all data enclave instructions (Section V-C). The new data enclave cache in the memory controller (MC) enforces data enclave access logic (Section V-D). We modify the Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) logic to support integrity tree attaching (Section V-E).

B. Data Enclave Metadata

The data structures for data enclaves include global metadata and local per main enclave metadata, as shown in Figure 6. The first data structure, data enclave sharing scheme list, is a system-wide data structure that records user-defined...
sharing schemes. We enable programmers to describe sharing schemes when they set up enclaves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data enclave sharing scheme list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Enclave ID 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurement of main enclave 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Enclave ID 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurement of main enclave 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data enclave freelist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data enclave region boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocated space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data enclave list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Enclave ID 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of attached enclaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encr. key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attach state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Enclave ID 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of attached enclaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encr. key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attach state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data enclave attach list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Enclave ID 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached enclave ID 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached enclave ID 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encr. key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attach state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Enclave ID 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached enclave ID 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached enclave ID 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encr. key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attach state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Data enclave global metadata
(b) Data enclave local metadata for main enclave 1
(c) Data enclave local metadata for main enclave 2
(d) Data enclave local metadata per main enclave metadata

Fig. 6. Data enclave metadata

The second data structure, the data enclave freelist, is a system-wide data structure that records the data enclave region boundary, allocated data enclaves, and free space in the region. The third data structure is the data enclave list, a system-wide data structure that records each data enclave information. Each entry is created upon a data enclave creation. The root and encryption key are sealed in memory for confidentiality and integrity. The fourth data structure is the data enclave attach list, a system-wide data structure that records attach information of each data enclaves. Each data enclave can be attached to up to 64 main enclaves at the same time. The fifth data structure is the data enclave local metadata, a per main enclave data structure that records runtime information of attached data enclaves for a main enclave. Each entry is created upon a successful execution of attach().

C. Data Enclave Authenticator

Data enclave instructions in Table I can be executed in two ways: in hardware or in software. With the former approach, the hardware engine handles the execution of the instructions and manages data enclave metadata (state and sharing information) in hardware tables. However, this approach has a high hardware complexity (especially verification) because the instructions need to read (and modify) multiple metadata. Thus, we explore the latter option, by relying on a special type of enclave to execute the data enclave instructions in software, with data enclave metadata maintained as a software data structure in the special enclave. We refer to the special enclave as the authenticator.

We use the authenticator to verify and handle all data enclave instructions issued by main enclaves. The authenticator is implemented to behave like a daemon main enclave that is instantiated at system boot and alive for as long as the system is on. Special memory-mapped registers that are OS-inaccessible are added in order for the processor to communicate with the authenticator.

Figure 7 shows the workflow of the authenticator. Suppose a main enclave executes a data enclave instruction (say, to attach a data enclave). The instruction packet is written to a special register that triggers the authenticator, either by the authenticator polling on the register or an interrupt is triggered to switch in the authenticator. The authenticator then retrieves the type of instruction and parameters, and executes it. The authenticator first retrieves the metadata (e.g., measurement) of the caller enclave. According to data enclave metadata and caller enclave measurement, if this instruction passes authentication and is allowed, data enclave metadata is updated accordingly. For our current design, an enclave’s measurement includes its code and data memory. We use enclave’s measurement as the unique type of an enclave to describe sharing schemes and perform authentication, because it is stored in the trusted computing base and cannot be overwritten. It is practically impossible for attackers to construct another enclave with the same measurement to pass authentication.

Data enclave instructions are not executed frequently, with the exception of change() that modifies a main enclave access permission on a data enclave. There are several works exploring hardware-based intra-enclave isolation designs [10], [53], [54]. Designing efficient intra-enclave isolation is not the focus of our paper, so we use the LIGHTENCLA VE design for change().

D. Data Enclave Access Logic Design

Contrary to the SGX design, which only needs to differentiate between accesses to EPC memory or not. Data enclave design expands the SGX access logic to distinguish among three types of memory access: EPC memory, attached data enclave access, and non-enclave memory, as shown in Fig 8.

An access is compared against the PTE permission. If the passed access is from an SGX enclave (i.e., main enclave), its address is compared against the EPC address range and the data enclave region address range. If this address belongs...
to any of them, the memory checks are performed for this access. If not, a signal fault is triggered. Memory checks verify integrity by using the MAC and integrity tree verifications

If both verifications pass, this access is allowed. If one of them is not passed, a signal fault is triggered. If this access is not from an SGX enclave, its address is compared against the EPC address range and the data enclave region address range. If this address belongs to any of them, the access address is replaced with an aborted page. If not, this access is allowed.

To support this access logic, we design a data enclave cache and a data enclave register to record the current address range of the data enclave region in MC to handle TLB misses. Figure 9 illustrates the design and mechanism of the data enclave cache. Each entry has a 36-bit Page Frame Number (PFN) start, a 10-bit data enclave ID, a 10-bit SGX enclave IDs, and a 2-bit permissions, and a 2-bit attach state.

The data enclave cache is used in the following way. A TLB miss with an address and an SGX enclave ID uses the address to compare against the PRM range register and the data enclave range register. If the address is in the PRM range and the enclave ID is not 0, which indicates this access is from an SGX enclave and accesses the SGX enclave, the logic performs the checks and constructs the SGX enclave TLB entry if checks passed. If the address is in the data enclave range and the ID is not 0, and the address and the SGX enclave ID are compared against data enclave cache entries. If a matching entry is not found, the SGX enclave ID and the address are used to search in memory metadata. The constructed entry is added to the data enclave cache if the SGX enclave does not have permission to this data enclave, a fault is generated. Otherwise, the access is allowed, and a data enclave TLB entry is constructed.

For a TLB miss that does not come from an SGX enclave, its SGX enclave ID is 0. To optimize the non-SGX-enclave TLB miss latency in data enclaves, we use a data enclave range register to indicate the address range of the data enclave region. Because all non-SGX-enclave accesses cannot access any data enclave, we do not need to know which data enclave it tries to access by searching the data enclave cache and in-memory metadata. With this design, a TLB miss whose SGX enclave ID is 0 uses the address to compare against two range registers. If the address matches with any of them, indicating that this TLB miss is issued by non-SGX-enclave but tries to access SGX enclaves or data enclaves, a signal fault is generated. If the address does not match with any range registers, meaning that this TLB miss tries to access normal memory, the normal TLB miss handler proceeds to construct a normal TLB entry.

For a last-level cache miss or cacheline write back, the physical address of the cacheline is compared against PFNs in the data enclave cache to retrieve the corresponding encryption key. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption engine uses this encryption key to decrypt/encrypt the cacheline.

This design aligns with the existing Intel SGX design, which relies on the TLB to accelerate access checks. Due to the reliance on TLB checking, SGX enclave EENTER or EEXIT issues TLB range flushes for SGX enclave and data enclave region addresses. Revoke(), attach(), detach(), or change() changes the permission in metadata and flushes the corresponding data enclave address range in TLB.

### E. Integrity Tree Attaching

Intel SGX stores integrity tree roots of enclaves in a limited number of MEE registers as part of the root of trust. When the number of enclave roots exceeds register capacity, the infrequently used roots may be sealed and moved to DRAM. In the data enclave design, many roots of data enclave integrity trees need to be placed into MEE root registers. Frequently sealing and spilling roots to memory could result in significant overheads.

A straightforward solution is to add more registers to accommodate more roots, like PENGLAI enclave [55]. The drawback is that the performance will reduce significantly due to register thrashing, which occurs when the working set of roots exceeds the number of registers. Given various application characteristics, determining a suitable number of registers to avoid thrashing is challenging. We propose attachable integrity trees to enable several integrity trees to form a single root integrity tree to mitigate register thrashing and balance performance and hardware costs.

1) Integrity tree attachment, detachment, and swapping mechanisms: We propose new primitives to attach, detach, and swap the data enclave’s integrity tree to or from the main/SGX enclave integrity tree. In order to attach a data enclave’s integrity tree to an SGX integrity tree, there needs to be room in the SGX integrity tree. We can increase the SGX integrity tree level to create a new root, and use the second level (root’s child) to attach/detach data enclave integrity tree roots to the SGX integrity tree. This can continue until all the new root’s children are taken. Beyond that, if there is another data enclave that needs to be attached, we have several options that can be considered (discussed in Section V-E3).

Figure 10(a) illustrates integrity tree attachment by adding one tree level. Let us first illustrate adding one tree level. In the figure, C00-C07 is the original SGX integrity tree root, while B00-B07 is the newly created root. We use the SGX integrity
tree key to further hash it into a 56-bit B00. Then the new root value is created, with B00 computed from the old root, B01-B07 zeroed, and MAC value (MAC11) computed and stored in the node. Then, the new root is stored in the secure on-chip register, displacing the original root.

After a new SGX enclave root is created, the next step is to integrate the data enclave integrity tree by attaching it. The data enclave original root (C10-C17) is hashed into a 56-bit string; then, it is put into B01. The MAC value (MAC12) is computed and stored in the node where the data enclave root stays. The SGX integrity tree reuses the existing integrity subtree of this data enclave (D80-D87 and etc.).

Therefore, with the mechanism discussed above, adding one level to the integrity tree accommodates 7 data enclave integrity trees. Figure 10(b) shows an example that by adding two levels to the original SGX integrity tree, now we can accommodate 8 × 8 − 1 = 63 data enclave integrity trees. Generalizing, for an N-ary tree, adding M levels allows us to attach \( M^N − 1 \) data enclave integrity trees.

The steps of integrity tree detachment are as follows. Integrity tree detachment recalculates the hash (MAC12) and verifies data enclave root (C10-C17) integrity until the SGX enclave root. If both verifications pass, the root is sealed and written back to data enclave metadata. Then the data enclave’s related nodes are cleaned. Specifically, in the one additional level case, cleaning only needs to set the hashed root (B01) as zero. In the two additional levels case, cleaning needs to set the hashed root (B01) as zero and recalculate the node’s MAC (MAC01) and the related root value (A00).

Finally, in addition to the integrity tree attachment, we propose integrity tree swap. If there are more data enclaves to attach than the number of nodes in the integrity tree, instead of adding another level to the tree, we could alternatively swap an existing tree with a new one. With the integrity tree swap mechanism, we can detach one least recently used (LRU) data enclave root to its data enclave global metadata, and then attach another data enclave integrity tree in its place. Swapping allows us to keep a shallow tree and prioritize keeping hot data enclaves’ integrity trees attached. Note that the integrity tree attachment status is not the same as the data enclave attachment status; with swapping, an attached data enclave may have its integrity tree detached.

There are three major benefits of the integrity tree attachment mechanism. (1) This mechanism allows dynamically attaching/detaching the integrity tree, reducing tree height to improve its update/verification performance. (2) This mechanism forms a single root integrity tree, requiring very small hardware modification to the existing SGX design to support it. (3) The integrity tree attachment or detachment only involves several nodes calculation and one memory access, incurring a smaller overhead than sealing.

Integrity tree attachment, detachment, and swapping only affect integrity trees. The access permissions of different SGX enclaves on data enclaves are enforced on handling TLB misses (see Section V-D).

2) Security Metadata Management: In our design, all data enclaves and SGX enclaves use fixed mappings between data blocks and security metadata. When attaching the integrity tree, the integrity tree of the SGX enclave might grow by 1 or 2 levels. The additional metadata resulting from this growth is housed in the SGX enclave’s preallocated space. Each SGX enclave statically preallocates 4608 bytes to accommodate metadata stemming from a 2-level growth in the integrity tree. The locations to store additional metadata is also fixed for integrity tree growth by one level or two levels. This preallocated space is only used if the integrity tree is increased by tree attaching.

With integrity tree attachment, the Memory Controller (MC) needs information on how to retrieve security metadata from increase integrity tree. We utilize a 2-bit attach state in data enclave metadata to indicate this. A 00, 01, or 10 state indicates this data enclave’s integrity tree is “not attached”, “attached to an enclave tree with 1-level growth,” and “attached to an enclave tree with 2-level growth”, respectively.

3) Design Space of Integrity Tree Roots: With SGX design, MEE has registers for SGX enclave integrity roots, so these roots can be accessed efficiently. It is hard to envision how many registers are needed to accommodate data enclave’s roots in different applications. We explore three designs to handle this problem. Figure 11 illustrates the three designs.

The multiple root design (Figure 11(a)) directly adds more root registers in the MEE for data enclaves to store the roots of data enclaves, which is similar to PENGLAI [55]. This design does not increase tree heights for both integrity trees. However, this design suffers from a significant performance drop from frequently evicting and filling roots between registers and memory when there is register thrashing.

On the other hand, the single root design (Figure 11(b)) leverages integrity tree attachment to reuse existing root registers in the SGX design. When a data enclave integrity tree
needs to be accessed, this tree is attached to the SGX enclave integrity tree, and the integrity tree detachment is performed if necessary. This design does not need additional registers, while it needs to update one or two more nodes for an enclave write.

The hybrid design (Figure 11 (c)) balances hardware cost and performance by combining the two designs discussed above. When a data enclave integrity tree needs to be accessed, its root is placed in the data enclave root registers initially to achieve better performance. When data enclave root registers are used up, the LRU data enclave root is evicted (i.e., attached) to the SGX enclave integrity tree. We estimate the LRU data enclave by selecting the data enclave is not in data enclave cache. When the SGX integrity tree cannot accommodate a new data enclave root, the LRU data enclave root in the SGX integrity tree is detached and stored in data enclave metadata. In this design, we put hot data enclave roots in root registers and put warm data enclave roots in the SGX integrity tree, avoiding performance degradation of the multiple root design due to limited hardware resources and improving the single root performance.

The increased level could be made dynamically adjustable. Although important, this paper does not focus on profiling and optimizing this parameter. Our evaluation uses the fixed increased level.

F. Other Details

To allocate data in data enclaves, we implemented a simple region-based memory management library for programmers to specify the data enclave ID in the allocation/deallocation calls. As each data enclave space is allocated on creation, the library only needs to maintain a freelist for each data enclave to handle allocation/deallocation.

A data enclave can be swapped out entirely to storage, and then swapped to DRAM when it is attached. When a data enclave is swapped in, preference is given for swapping to the same Physical Address (PA) range that it was attached last; this allows its integrity to be verified on the fly, as the integrity tree root is always in the secure region. If a data enclave is swapped to a different PA range, its integrity is verified first, and then the data is re-encrypted with new PAs.

We assume 1024 as the maximum number of data enclaves, based on the length of the data enclave ID in hardware components. This constraint can be relaxed by extending the number of bits used for the enclave ID.

If two main enclaves attach a data enclave concurrently, the integrity tree of the data enclave is not attached to the integrity trees of any main enclaves. Its metadata update and verification are performed independently.

G. Space Costs

Our design adds the data enclave cache, a data enclave region boundary register and data enclave root registers in MC. Date enclave metadata is the in-memory data structure. The total on-chip storage introduced is 1984 bytes, which is much smaller than the counter cache. The single root design introduces 1040 bytes. The memory space includes the global, per SGX, and per data enclave metadata.

VI. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Simulator: To evaluate our designs, we built a cycle level simulator with Gem5 v20.1.0.5 [31]. Table IV shows the parameters. Integrity verification of a newly fetched block is overlapped with decryption and data use, similar to prior work [48], [56], [57]. We use separate metadata caches for counters, MACs, and integrity tree nodes. Attach and detach use a 1000-cycle latency as it needs to range flush TLB entries, in line with range flush cost in prior work [58].
We construct synthetic benchmarks for two sharing patterns: producer-consumer and client-server patterns. The synthetic benchmarks only include data sharing time and exclude any other application execution time. We evaluate IOZone [59], Recommender [60] and Redis [61] to show performance impacts for real-world applications in data sharing between enclaves. More details are in Section VII-B.

We assess the impact of shrinking a large integrity tree into smaller ones by distributing data into different data enclaves using SPEC benchmarks. Each benchmark is executed within an SGX enclave that stores the code, local variables, and small heap data. We designate each heap object larger than 32KB as a data enclave.

In our microbenchmark evaluation, we investigate the impact of shrinking a large integrity tree on different numbers of total data enclaves and in-use data enclaves. Each microbenchmark runs within an SGX enclave that stores the code and local variables. We initialize 128 32MB data enclaves for each microbenchmark data structure. During execution, each microbenchmark performs update operations on a subset of these data enclaves (4, 8, 16, 32, 64) for 100K operations, representing varying numbers of in-use data enclaves. After 100K operations, the microbenchmark detaches the data enclaves of the current subset (i.e., working set) and attaches data enclaves of another subset. The five microbenchmarks are: Linked List (LL), AVL Tree (AVL), Hash Map (HM), B+tree (BT), and Red-black tree (RBT), which are also utilized in other studies [62]–[65].

For synthetic benchmarks, we fast-forward the simulator before the data sharing part and then perform detailed simulation. For other benchmarks, we sample 10 billion cycles.

Schemes: We evaluate the following eight schemes. (1) SGXv1, which is SGX version 1 with 256MB EPC. (2) Scalable SGX (ScaleSGX) is an idealized version of SGXv1 with a large enough PRM to accommodate all enclave data and metadata without page swapping. Both SGXv1 and Scalable SGX perform software measurement and software encryption/decryption when they put or fetch data from public memory. (3) Data enclave hybrid design with adding one level to the integrity tree (Hybrid1 or Data enclave) (4) Data enclave (single root) with one additional level to the integrity tree (SingleRoot1). (5) Data enclave with the multiple root design (MultipleRoot). (6) ElasticOneKey, which is Elasticlave [29] with one encryption key for all enclaves and shared data. (7) ElasticMultiKey, which is Elasticlave modified to use different encryption keys for different enclaves and shared data. (8) ElasticIntegrity, which adds MAC and integrity tree to ElasticMultiKey to provide the same protection level as the data enclave. We implement all Elastic schemes in Gem5 for comparison.

VII. Evaluation

A. Synthetic Benchmark Results

Figure [12] presents the latency results for both producer-consumer sharing and server-client sharing patterns. Data enclave latency is substantially lower than ScaleSGX due to in-place data access without necessitating software encryption/decryption or integrity verification. In the producer-consumer sharing model, the data enclave design achieves a speedup of 100X for 256 bytes and 2000X for 4096KB of data. Additionally, the latency of data sharing through data enclaves remains almost constant across all record sizes. ElasticOneKey has slightly higher overheads (4-10%) than data enclave due to page table manipulation. ElasticMultiKey needs decrypt and re-encrypt the shared data region; thus, it incurs 2.4 to 4.9× higher overheads than data enclave. Importantly, data enclave surpasses ElasticMultiKey’s performance while providing a more flexible data abstraction with enhanced capabilities.

Figure [13] provides a breakdown of the client-server sharing pattern. For ScaleSGX, the majority of the "other" component is setting up the secure communication channel. When dealing with small record sizes, data copying and the other component consume most of the time. As the record size increases, the overhead of encryption/decryption and integrity verification become more dominant since their latency grows linearly with the request size. Data enclave instructions’ latency represent the majority of the sharing time (between 89-94%).

B. Real-world Application Results

IOZone (File I/O). IOZone [59] is a benchmark tool for file systems that generates and measures a variety of file operations. We place the IO request generator in an SGX enclave and the file system that handles the requests within another SGX enclave. A data enclave is utilized to transfer requests and data between the two enclaves. This evaluation
represents the producer-consumer sharing pattern for writes and the client-server sharing pattern for reads.

Fig. 14. The performance of read and write.

Figure 14 presents read and write bandwidth on different request sizes. Data enclave offers a $1.5-3.2 \times$ speedup over ScaleSGX on read. As the record size increases, the performance gap narrows since the data enclave performance approaches the performance bottleneck of storage. Data enclave exhibits a $1.2-1.6 \times$ speedup over ScaleSGX on writes due to the lower frequency of data exchange. ElasticIntegrity is $5-12\%$ slower than data enclave due to additional encryption and decryption.

**Recommender (product recommendation service).** Recommender [60] is an open-source tool that uses collaborative filtering to suggest products. The tool builds a model based on a user’s past behavior, and the behavior is extrapolated from other users to provide highly accurate suggestions. We retrofit the included benchmark to build the model stored in the server enclave. Each user has a data enclave (32MB) to store the personal history of purchases. Each user has its own function to generate new history (1KB/16KB/256KB) stored in its data enclave. Each user’s function is put in an SGX enclave. The server enclave fetches data from user data enclaves in turn. This application represents the producer-consumer sharing model with multiple producers and one consumer. The server SGX enclave attaches all user data enclaves with read-only permission, while each user SGX enclave attaches its own data enclave with read-write permission.

![Fig. 15. Normalized throughput of Recommender over data enclave.](image)

Figure 15 results show that the data enclave design outperforms ScaleSGX in performance, achieving $1.4-1.8 \times$ speedup with 16 user data regions and $1.6-2.1 \times$ when increased to 64. Data enclave outperforms ElasticIntegrity by $9-14\%$ for 16 user data regions and $14-21\%$ when expanded to 64. Improved performance stems from the increased data exchanges between server and user SGX enclaves as user numbers grow and the smaller integrity tree size.

**Redis (key-value store application).** We build a key-value store server based on Redis [61], an open-source key-value store. The client code generates requests, and the Redis server code performs insert/update/search of requests. The server code and data are in one enclave, while the client code and data are in another enclave. The client submits requests to the data enclave request buffer, and the server processes these requests after every $(1/4/16)$ request(s). Once processing is complete, the server places the results in the response buffer for the client to retrieve. ScaleSGX employs two public memory pools for server-client data exchange.

![Fig. 16. Normalized throughput of Redis over data enclave.](image)

Figure 16 demonstrates the data enclave design’s $81-179\%$ improvement over ScaleSGX and $8-12\%$ over ElasticIntegrity. Greater speedup is shown with fewer accumulated requests due to ScaleSGX’s and ElasticIntegrity’s more sharing latency.

**C. SPEC Results**

![Fig. 17. Execution time of various schemes with SPEC benchmarks, normalized to the non-secure baseline.](image)

Figure 17 shows the execution time of SPEC benchmark results, normalized to the insecure baseline. These benchmarks have 2-23 data enclaves, with an average of 10 data enclaves. SingleRoot1 reduces $5.3\%$ overhead over ScaleSGX on average, because its tree height is almost the same as ScaleSGX. MultipleRoot further improves integrity tree performance by $10.4\%$ from smaller integrity trees. Hybrid1 has almost the
same performance as MultipleRoot, while it reduces the need for hardware registers in MEE. ElasticIntegrity has a similar performance as ScalaSGX. SGXv1 incurs more overhead than all schemes, because page swapping from/to EPC dominates its execution time.

D. Microbenchmark Results

Figure 18 shows microbenchmark results, with each figure representing a microbenchmark. The x-axis shows increasing data enclave numbers (working set size), and different lines illustrate various schemes. Each point indicates execution time normalized to a non-enclave system. Lower temporal locality is observed when multiple data enclaves are involved.

Several cross points reveal interesting performance trends. SingleRoot1 outperforms ScaleSGX with smaller working sets due to a reduced integrity tree height. However, when working sets exceed 8 data enclaves, SingleRoot1’s performance falls behind ScaleSGX as integrity tree swapping overheads dominate. MultipleRoot performs ScaleSGX and SingleRoot1 for working sets of up to 16 data enclaves, given 16 root registers in MEE. When working sets surpass 16 data enclaves, performance declines due to frequent root spilling/restoring. Hybrid1 mitigates degradation by employing integrity tree attachment without extra hardware costs, improving ScaleSGX performance by 13.1% on average and outperforming all other schemes.

E. Security Analysis

For external-to-enclave threats, our design provides the same protection for data enclaves as SGX enclaves. We assume attackers could have full control of the privileged software (e.g., OS) and physical access to the machine. For the assurance of confidentiality, each data enclave is encrypted with a unique encryption key known exclusively to the hardware. Integrity is upheld via MACs and an integrity tree for each data enclave. Access control is strictly enforced through our architecture, prohibiting the OS or other SGX enclaves from accessing data or security metadata within a data enclave. The data enclave range register guarantees that only an SGX enclave can construct data enclave TLB entries. The data enclave cache and the in-memory metadata record which SGX enclave can access a data enclave.

Our design effectively prevents three potential risks associated with inter-enclave sharing. The first risk pertains to the attacker’s potential initiation of no-plaintext attacks [66], which aims to disclose the victim enclave’s data by comparing ciphertext in attacker-controlled data enclaves and victim enclaves. This threat is non-existent if the encryption seed relies on physical addresses, since it is enclave-specific. However, it is still possible that addresses are reused over time. Our design prevents this threat by employing distinct keys for data enclaves and main enclaves, thereby overcoming the vulnerability in the Elasticlave system [29], which assumes one encryption key for all enclaves. The second risk involves the attacker enclave’s attach() to pre-existing data enclaves. Our design mitigates this by using the main enclave’s measurement for authentication in attach(). Even though the attacker can launch main enclaves and try to attach data enclaves, measurements of main enclaves are securely calculated and stored in TCB and cannot be modified by attackers. It is practically impossible for attackers to create a main enclave that has the same measurement as the victim’s main enclave.

The third potential risk from inter-enclave sharing is that the attacker may attempt to create a fake main enclave (a replica) by replicating a main enclave’s code and data. The attacker can use the replica to attach data enclaves. While the attacker is not able to modify code and data in a replica, with inter-enclave sharing, if the main enclave has non-idempotent operations (i.e., increase a value by 100) on data enclaves, the replica can corrupt data enclave content, e.g. by increasing this value by 100 again, making it different from intended. Such a risk is mitigated by the ability of main enclave measurement to include a secret value, such as a string.

---

**Fig. 18.** Normalized execution time of multiple designs on different working set sizes over non-secure baseline.

**Fig. 19.** Example of preventing attacks from replicating a main enclave.
design can mitigate this risk. As shown in Fig. 19 when the user describes the sharing scheme, the measurement is a hash value of code, data, and a secret. After the initialization of Main Enclave 1, its measurement is the hash value of the code and data, represented as $X$. After some computation in main enclave 1, it seeks to attach data enclave 1. It first establishes a secure communication channel with a trusted third party, such as the user, to receive a secret (e.g., a 256-byte string). The main enclave 1 executes the \textit{update} instruction to update its measurement by hashing the current measurement $X$ and the secret. The main enclave can attach data enclave 1 and pass authentication by providing the measurement of code, data, and the secret. Even though the attacker can replicate code and data to create a replica, the attacker has no knowledge of the secret. Therefore, its measurement does not allow attaching data enclave 1. Prior work has studied how to prevent the attacker enclave from pretending to be the user’s enclave to build communication channel [67].

VIII. RELATED WORK

We discussed closely related work in Section III. This section discusses other related work.

A rich set of work optimizes integrity trees. PENGLAI [55] introduces more integrity tree root registers to store sub-roots of the integrity trees, such that updates/verifications can stop at sub-roots. VAULT [48] uses a variable arity integrity tree to reduce the memory traffic of the integrity tree. Bonsai Merkle Trees are another type of integrity tree whose MACs only reside in leaf nodes [37]. Gassend et al. [68] proposed to cache tree nodes on the CPU to improve verification performance. Szefer et al. [69] propose a skewed tree that puts frequently accessed locations of memory to the nodes with a shorter path to the root to improve integrity tree performance. Suh et al. [38] introduce incremental hash of logs to check a sequence of accesses to improve verification performance. Parallelizable Authentication Tree [70] and Tamper-Evident Counter Tree [71] explored how to update and authenticate in parallel, but with more memory overhead.

One branch of prior efforts provides intra-enclave isolation. EnclaveDOM [53] and LIGHTENCLAVE [54] propose combining memory protection keys (MPK) [45] to define domains and their access control for intra-enclave isolation. Nested enclave [10] proposes two-level enclaves where an inner enclave can access the outer enclave, but not vice versa.

Some TEEs do not include integrity protection. They extend the virtual machine/monitor to manage protected memory allocation, like AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) [43], [72], ARM TrustZone-based TEEs [73] and RISC-V-based TEEs [74–76]. IceClave [77] adds memory encryption and the integrity tree on top of Trustzone in ARM. CHANCEL [21] instruments enclave memory access with checks to enforce boundaries of isolated domains.

There are various studies about building trusted execution environments. AEGIS [78] provides memory protection with encryption, MACs, and Merkle Tree to enable protected applications securely under both software and hardware attacks.

IX. CONCLUSION

The paper introduces a novel concept called \textit{Data Enclaves} as a solution to the limitations of current TEEs in enabling secure data sharing between enclaves. The proposed architecture designs have minimal hardware requirements and support data enclave logic with attachable integrity trees. Our experimental results demonstrate that using data enclaves can provide a speedup of 1-3 orders of magnitude of data sharing latency over existing TEEs.
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